Growing Great Teachers

2021-2022 handbook for Early Career
Teachers in Bracknell Forest and
surrounding areas

A very warm welcome to Bracknell Forest
You are at the beginning of what will be a challenging and, I hope, very rewarding year
as you start a career in teaching. COVID - 19 has certainly brought a new dimension to
the teaching profession. Taking this into account this handbook, the support and training
you will have access to from your school, Forest Learning Alliance/ Bracknell Forest
Partnership and Bracknell Forest Local Authority will help you settle into your new post
other than preparing you for life in schools.
The programmes will help you to focus on reimagining and reforming policies and
practises, considering the recent worldwide events.
This handbook provides information on key issues which include the following:
• Role of the Appropriate Body and the options on offer for ECTs
• Induction standards and regulations
• Support you can expect from your school, the local authority and the Forest Learning
Alliance in (FLA) primary trainees and the Bracknell Forest Partnership for secondary
trainees
• Role of classroom observation
• Contact details for local and national organisations.
This handbook complements the support you will receive from your mentor and the
induction programme. Our intention is that the handbook will play an important role in
supporting you to become a reflective practitioner, helping you to develop your classroom
practice and developing your contribution to the broader aspects of school life.
We are committed to supporting you through your first two years of teaching and beyond
and would very much value your feedback on the process and materials.
I look forward to meeting you and hearing about your progress over the next two years.
With all best wishes,
Paula Shore
Standards and Effectiveness Partner with Responsibility for ECTs
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Welcome to Bracknell Forest
We are pleased to offer an Early Careers Teacher Development programme designed with
your needs in mind.
Forest Learning Alliance (FLA), Bracknell Forest Partnership and Bracknell Forest Local
Authority, along with the support from your school and induction tutor and school-based
mentor, aim to provide high quality learning experiences, training, help, guidance and
support to ensure your first two years in teaching are successful and help you to establish
the skills and competencies for a long and rewarding career in teaching.
‘It is not how good you are; it is about how good you want to be!”
Training, visits to schools and support from your mentor will enhance your subject
knowledge alongside opportunities to develop the skills and strategies needed to excel
in teaching. Most sessions will be led by your peers who, like you, are teaching in the
classroom. Other sessions will be led by highly regarded national consultants or
experienced advisors. They will share their expertise and provide you with many ideas to
try out back at school. The sessions will also provide networking opportunities, building a
professional learning community across our schools.
‘Children in the most effective classrooms will learn in six months what pupils in an
average classroom learn in a year. And the pupils in the least effective classrooms will
take two years to learn the same amount of material. The difference between the two
is the quality of the teacher’. Dylan William (Assessment for Learning - Why, What and
How?)
We look forward to working with you over the coming months and getting to know you.
Best wishes
Ravinder Ghei						
Director of Forest Learning Alliance 				
and
Anna Keen & Sam Johnson
Bracknell Forest Partnership
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What is an Appropriate Body?
Every new teacher (now known as Early Career Teachers – previously Newly Qualified
Teachers) needs to follow a Statutory Induction process. This is overseen by an Appropriate
Body, which makes the final decision about whether the Early Career Teacher has met the
Teachers’ Standards.

What is happening to Appropriate Bodies?
Pre-2021 there were a large number of Appropriate Bodies across England. However,
with the introduction of the Early Career Framework (the new 2-year, professional
development programme for new teachers), the responsibility has moved for some, but
not for us. Bracknell Forest Local Authority remains the Appropriate Body and our role is to
quality assure and check the fidelity of the programme to ensure consistent and effective
interpretation of the ECF.
Who works in partnership with Bracknell’s Appropriate Body?
We have set up our Appropriate Body in a way that makes the most of the collective
expertise in our region. This means that we work with partners who previously delivered
AB services themselves – this ensures that their professional knowledge and experience
isn’t lost and can benefit new teachers. It also provides additional capacity and hopefully a
smoother process for schools who have Early Career Teachers. Our partners include Forest
Learning Alliance who will act as the Delivery Partner for the Education Development Trust’s
programme for primary trainees and the Bracknell Forest Partnership who will act as the
Delivery Partner for Best Practice Network for secondary trainees.
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What is the Role of the Appropriate Body?
To quality assure the effectiveness of the ECF offer against the statutory framework
For example, checking the following:
•
•
•
•

That the Headteacher has confirmed the type of ECF-based induction they are providing
That the Headteacher has provided a suitable post for induction
That the mentor has the ability and sufficient time to carry out their role
That the induction tutor has the ability and sufficient time to carry out their role

Supporting the ECF
•
•
•

Committing to visit a minimum percentage of their total schools per academic year.
Integrating Appropriate Body checks into visits to schools that appropriate bodies might make
for other purposes, for example in their capacity as a local authority or training provider.
Staggering school visits depending on need, to maximize coverage

Supporting the ECT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Checking the school’s plans for delivering an ECF-based induction and verify that this has been
received by the ECT
Signposting and onsite visits or virtual meet ups
Offering networking opportunities
Brokering support
Reviewing offer of statutory entitlement
Delivering training

Supporting the process of delivering the expectations of the ECF
•
•
•
•
•

Engaging with induction tutors, headteachers, mentors and ECTs through regular newsletters,
meetings, and/or conferences
Providing access to phone and email helpline services, and/or consultation services
Offering targeted support, training and follow-up sessions for new induction tutors or schools
who request additional support
Ensuring schools are clear that ECF fidelity checking will be required before the start of induction.
Supporting schools with struggling ECTs through a variety of mechanisms, including brokering
visits and signposting
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What is the 2-year programme based on and when and how does the AB get
involved?
The ECF outlines the support ECTs should receive at the start of their teaching career. It
consolidates best available evidence and research in five key areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Behaviour management
Pedagogy
Curriculum
Assessment
Professional behaviours

For each area, stating what teachers should learn and how to implement that knowledge. Using
the framework, teachers will have the opportunity to engage in the evidence underpinning the
framework and apply this to their teaching. ECF-based training should be embedded as a central
aspect of induction; it is not an additional training programme nor is it an assessment framework.
The training programme should also be accompanied by support and guidance from mentors and
induction tutors. The way induction is delivered may take different forms depending on the school’s
choices and circumstances.
From September 2021, schools will be expected to opt for one of three approaches to delivery of
an ECF-based induction with the AB quality assuring and undertaking fidelity checks as necessary:
• Full Induction Programme: a funded provider led programme offering high quality training for
Early Career Teachers and their mentors alongside professional development materials.
• Core Induction Programme: schools can draw on the content of the high-quality professional
development materials accredited by the DfE to deliver their own early career teacher and
mentor support.
• School-based programme: school can design and deliver their own induction programme,
based on the Early Career Framework
Both primary and secondary trainees in Bracknell Forest will be inducted through the Full Induction
Programme.
Induction type
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Full Induction Programme

Induction checks required
by the AB?
Yes

Core Induction
School based programme

Yes
Yes

ECF fidelity checking
required by the AB?
No – it has already been QA by
the DfE
Yes
Yes

Why choose us as your school’s Appropriate Body?
A strong track record of experience
As well as bringing together all the expertise from our school partners, our Induction Administrator
is available to contact throughout the year, so you have peace of mind.
• Our QA team includes SLEs and Strategic Partners from primary, secondary and special
schools, as well as The Standards and Effectiveness Team, offering a wealth of experience.
• Our senior staff have experience of chairing meetings about Early Career Teacher performance
with schools and have built up excellent relationships both with headteachers and the unions.
• We also have a qualified HR Consultant providing advice, who can attend these meetings when
necessary.
• We manage the whole process via a user-friendly.
How does the Early Career Framework fit with the Appropriate Body?
The Appropriate Body is separate and independent of the Early Career Framework. The monitoring
and assessment carried out by the Appropriate Body will be carefully sequenced to reflect the
modules covered in the Early Career Framework, while ensuring that all the relevant teacher
standards are met.
You can read more on our partnerships with:
• the Forest Learning Alliance about the primary professional development programme we offer
for Early Career Teachers in conjunction with the The Education Development Trust
• the Bracknell Forest Partnership about the secondary professional development programme
we offer for Early Career Teachers in conjunction with Best Practice Network
Package Costs TBC
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Funding for ECF
All state-funded schools offering statutory induction will receive additional funding to deliver the
ECF reforms.
The funding will cover:
• 5% off timetable in the second year of induction for all early career teachers to undertake
induction activities including training and mentoring
• mentors for early career teachers in the second year of induction - this is based on 20 hours of
mentoring across the academic year
Funding
(year 2)

Eng. (exc the
London Area)

Rounded cost £1,200
per Early
Career
Teachera
Rounded cost £900
per mentor
£2,100
Total

Inner London
Area

Outer London
Area

Fringe Area

£1,500

£1,400

£1,300

£1,100

£1,000

£900

£2,600

£2,400

£2,200

Schools using a DfE-funded, provider-led programme will also receive additional funding for mentor
backfill
• for time off timetable for training, as follows:
Mentor’s unit
cost (years 1
and 2 time off
timetable for
training)
36h cost (2 years
of training)

England (excluding the
London area)

Inner London
area

Outer London
area

Fringe area

£1576.10

£1929.24

£1737.14

£1623.24

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-career-framework-reforms-overview/earlycareer-framework-reforms-overview
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Forest Learning Alliance Primary Early Career Framework Programme
2021-2022
Forest Learning Alliance (FLA) is the delivery partner for Educational Development Trust (EDT). Our
Early Career Framework materials provide a blended learning experience for teachers and their
mentors. Each topic includes rich and relevant examples from expert practitioners, accessible insights
from research, and frequent opportunities to put knowledge into practice. The online platform enables
this journey throughout the programme, giving you access to self-study materials, videos, webinars,
podcasts and blogs.

THE FLA OFFER FOR ECTs: KEY MESSAGES
•
•
•

There’s a lot to learn at the start of any career. This new programme of support is designed to
make sure you can focus on the things that will make the most difference in the classroom and
your professional practice.
Our evidence-led programme of training is designed around what really works, and how people
really learn, teaching you skills you can use straight away.
You will be supported throughout by a fully trained mentor, as well as engaging in flexible, bitesized online learning, and benefiting from face-to-face and virtual training delivered by schoolbased experts.

All this will enable you to:
• build a deep understanding of the knowledge and know-how which makes up the Early
Career Framework
• explore the evidence behind education research and implications for classroom teachers
• develop your teaching through practical ideas and exemplifications of the research in practice
• reflect on your development, identify areas of strength and areas for improvement, supported
1:1 by your mentor
• engage in collaborative learning, sharing of best practice and expert challenge with a
community of other early career teachers.
And don’t worry, the new extended period of induction won’t affect your status! Pay progression will
continue as normal, and you can also switch schools during this period.

THE CURRICULUM IN PRACTICE
Across the two years, ECTs will work through 12 Blocks (or modules) in total, one per half term. Each
block has been designed based on international best practice of effective professional development,
and includes the following:

Self-Directed Study Materials: Interactive self-study materials that explain the research behind

the Early Career Framework and give exemplifications of what this looks like in the classroom,
providing novice teachers with clear mental models of effective practice. There is also protected time
in Year 1 as part of these materials to observe colleagues and to be observed.
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Mentor Sessions: One-to-one sessions to help ECTs translate the research into their own prac-

tice, helping them to build a repertoire of effective, evidence-informed classroom strategies, as well as
providing space to reflect on their learning and development.
Training Sessions: Group sessions for you to explore the Early Career Framework with your peers.
These sessions will be facilitated by an expert practitioner who will extend your thinking and support
your planning by sharing practical applications of the research in the classroom.
Each block provides ECTs time to:

•
•
•

Learn the content from the Early Career Framework
Put the learning into practice with suggestions for classroom practice
Reflect on their professional and personal development.

Year 1

Block 1: Establishing a positive climate for learning
Block 2: How pupils learn: memory and cognition
Block 3: Developing effective classroom practice: teaching and adapting
Block 4: The importance of subject and curriculum knowledge
Block 5: Assessment, feed-back and questioning
Block 6: A people profession

Year 2

Block 7: Embedding a positive climate for learning
Block 8: How pupils learn: making it stick
Block 9: Enhancing classroom practice: grouping & tailoring
Block 10: Revisiting the importance of subject and curriculum knowledge
Block 11: Deepening assessment, feedback and questioning
Block 12: Continuing your professional development
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Online platform and eLearning resources
The ECPDP online platform will act as the central eLearning resource, training planner and
meeting place for all participants.
The central team will develop and manage all aspects of this digital provision, setting up
and enabling individual log-ins and handling all technical questions across the course of the
programme.
The resources and functionalities sit within five zones: Home, Progress, Learn, Events and
Explore, allowing ECTs and mentors to access the following:
Home
• Get the latest Programme news
• Pick up team messages
• Access their own, personalised events calendar
• Jump into the block they’re working on
Progress
• Check out their progress through the course materials
• See how much of the current block they’ve completed
• Quickly pick up from where they last finished
Learn
• Find all the Blocks of core, interactive eLearning, as they go live on the platform
• See at a glance where they’re up to in each block
• Join in Community of Practice discussion forums
Events
• See which training events are available
Explore
• Access core guidance, e.g. ‘getting started’, wellbeing, part-time/flexible working guides
• Catch up on or revisit training sessions by accessing the recordings, and download
webinars
• Discover a range of additional resources, e.g. blogs, podcasts, research digests, videos
and signposting to subject/phase/specialist associations.
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GROWING GREAT TEACHERS FLA PRIMARY PROGRAMME
Early Career Framework (ECF) 2021-2022
Year 1
Year 1 is an introduction to the key themes and statements in the Early Career Framework. The
focus is on helping you to establish yourself in the classroom, drawing on the best international
evidence for what works in education. You will work on core principles and techniques of effective
teaching, including managing behaviour, lesson planning, expositions, assessment and feedback.
Throughout each block (module) you will find practical, accessible self-study activities to support
your development. These will be further supplemented by regular sessions with your mentor
and training sessions led by an expert practitioner. These sessions are designed to support you
to translate the research into your classroom, with opportunities to discuss research, observe
colleagues, practise new techniques and reflect on your progress and next steps.
Year 2
The structure of the Blocks in Year 2 replicates that of Year 1. Any remaining statements from
the Early Career Framework will be covered, and many of the same themes from Year 1 will be
revisited in greater depth to strengthen and further your practice. During Year 2, the focus is on
mastering key ideas in the Early Career Framework. You will be encouraged to reflect on the
links between themes, in the light of your increasing knowledge and developing practice. You will
continue to work with your mentor to reflect on the progress you have made, and by the end of
the year you will identify future opportunities for development or specialisation for the next stage of
your career.
ECF schedule at a glance
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AUTUMN TERM 2021 Primary
Date

Location

Facilitator(s)

Theme

Wednesday 8th
September 2021
ECTs
1pm – 3pm
Mentors attend
3pm-4pm

Open
Learning
Centre

Forest Learning Alliance
Ravinder Ghei
& Bracknell Forest (LA)
Paula Shore

Early Career Framework (ECF) Launch
Introduction to the ECF programme.
ECF preparation.
Transition from trainee to Early Career Teacher
(ECT)
Professionalism and sharing;
Your role as an ECT; role as mentor.
Requirements of the year
Assessment and forms
What happens if things go wrong?
Contacts; Surgeries with Paula Shore

Tuesday 12th
October 2021
1pm – 4pm

Open
Learning
Centre

Alex Peaple
Liz Riley

ECF Regional Session 1
Block 1: Establishing a positive climate for
learning
Block 2: How pupils learn: memory & cognition

SPRING TERM 2022
Date

Location

Facilitator(s)

Theme

13th January
2022
9.30am –
3.30pm

Open
Learning
Centre

Ravinder Ghei
Alex Peaple
Zoe Ayres
Karen Cameron

ECT Conference
Block 3: Developing effective classroom practice:
teaching & adapting
Block 4: The importance of subject & curriculum
knowledge

After February half-term – School Visit (Crownwood and +1 school,
link with session 2) SUMMER TERM 2022
Date

Location

Facilitator(s)

Theme

Wednesday 27th
April 2022
1pm – 4pm

Open
Learning
Centre

Karen Cameron
David Page
Liz Riley

ECF Regional Session 2
Block 5: Assessment, feedback and questioning
Block 6: A people profession

Before May half-term (Date TBC) – School Visit
Date

Location

Facilitator(s)

Theme

13th January
2022
9.30am –
3.30pm

Open
Learning
Centre

Ravinder Ghei
Alex Peaple
Zoe Ayres
Karen Cameron

What’s Next?
• Getting assessment right – this session will
focus on helping your feel confident in your
end of year assessment judgements.
• End of year reflection and support for
professional development both school based
and beyond.
• Preparation for Year 2 ECF

Webinars - asynchronous webinars, hosted and recorded by a central team (shared on the online platform). You will have the
flexibility to access as it suits you.
Self-study carefully scaffolded, accessible input, with research digests, interactive activities, progress-checking and videobased learning (hosted on the online platform).
All sessions above are DfE FULLY FUNDED. Please contact Catrin Powell for further information.
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Your induction in the primary schools
Before you start:
•
•
•
•

You must have gained Qualified Teacher Status and passed before you can start working in a
school.
Check your contract of employment and your job description.
Collect information from your school about policies and procedures.
Find out about your class(es), timetable and any schemes of work that you will be expected to
teach.

During the first half term:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure you know who your mentor and induction tutor are.
Have your first meeting with your mentor and, using your initial teacher training self-evaluation,
agree your priorities for the first few weeks.
Attend the ECT induction session with your mentor.
Organise your first lesson observation so that you are observed within the first four weeks of
teaching. It is important that this happens so that there is an initial judgement against which
your mentor can judge your progress.
Agree a regular meeting time with your mentor. This should happen at least once every
two weeks throughout your induction period. Make sure that you are keeping notes of the
discussion and targets/priorities that you agree.
Start collecting evidence which shows that you are meeting the standards.

During mid-year:
•
•
•
•
•

Continue using your regular meeting time with your mentor to identify your priorities for
professional development.
Make sure that you are using your extra 10% development time effectively.
Observe other colleagues teaching across the school and keep records.
Organise your review meeting. This is where you and your mentor will complete your
assessment form which needs to be sent to the Local Authority by the deadlines given.
Contact either Paula Shore (LA) or Ravinder Ghei (FLA), (Primary) if you have any concerns with
meeting the standards or about the support that you are receiving.

During the third term:
•
•
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Continue to meet the priorities listed above. It is essential that you contact us if you have any
concerns about meeting the standards. The sooner we know, the more able we are to support
you.
Towards the end of your third term, arrange a review meeting with your mentor. This is where
you will complete your assessment form and prepare for Year 2. It is essential that forms reach
the Local Authority by the deadline given; if it is late you may be judged to have failed.

Your Personalised Induction Programme
Your induction period has two main aspects:
• an individual programme of professional development and support
• assessment against The National Teachers’ Standards.
Please note that you cannot start your induction until you have QTS, i.e. until
you have successfully met all the QTS standards. If you complete any part of your
induction prior to being awarded QTS, it will not count, and you will have to start your induction period again.
The induction programme is intended to provide well targeted monitoring and support. As
an ECT, you must receive an additional 10% non-contact time on top of that which is what a
main scale teacher in your school receives. This additional time is for activities that form part
of your personalised induction support programme. Listed below are some ways in which this
time would be used effectively:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attending external inset, whether provided as part of the Local Authority and Forest
Learning Alliance ECT induction programme, or by another provider
Observing colleagues teaching. This should be across different age groups and subjects
as well as within your year group / department. If you want to visit another school, you
must get the permission of your headteacher as well as the headteacher of the school
that you wish to visit
Shadowing a colleague, perhaps whilst they undertake a part of their job that you might
be interested in pursuing in the future e.g. the SENDCo.
Joint planning with a colleague
Meeting with the person who has observed your lesson to discuss and analyse it, and to
agree targets for you to work towards
Collecting and collating evidence towards meeting the standards
Updating your Career Entry and Development Profile
Undertaking research either about subject content or about an aspect of your professional
role
Shadowing a pupil
Attending training provided by your school about aspects of certain policies
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GROWING GREAT TEACHERS FLA PRIMARY PROGRAMME
Early Career Framework (ECF) 2021-2022
Mentor Programme
THE OFFER FOR MENTORS: KEY MESSAGES
•

•
•
•

•

•
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Your role as mentor is foundational to this programme: it is what will drive the greatest
improvements in your ECT’s knowledge, skills, and confidence. You will provide
support and challenge and be their chief guide through the tricky first two years in the
profession.
Since you are at the heart of the ECF initiative, it is crucial you benefit equally, and that
this becomes part of your professional development too.
We will support you to develop a constructive developmental relationship with
your ECT, using the principles of Instructional Coaching and harnessing your own
experience and expertise.
You will receive a full package of training, which includes face-to-face events, online
resources, and webinars to ensure you are fully supported to undertake the role. This
will be as flexible as we can make it, to fit around your many in-school commitments
and busy workload.
You will also be allocated a ‘buddy’, who will be another mentor from your own
school, from another school or be linked by subject/specialism. You will be
encouraged to have regular contact as an opportunity to discuss progress, challenges
and ideas, with time set aside in your schedule for these peer-to-peer sessions
Education Development Trust is a long-standing advocate of Instructional Coaching,
which sits at the centre of the majority of our professional development programmes
both in the UK and overseas. This is because, to date, Instructional Coaching has
a stronger evidence base for its impact on pupil outcomes than any other form of
CPD (SIMs, 2019). Mentors on this programme will be trained in the principles of
Instructional Coaching from the start, learning how Instructional Coaching involves
revisiting selected specific skills, giving targeted and manageable feedback each time.
This helps the ECT identify not only what needs to improve, but precisely how. This
structured cycle of identify – learn – improve underpins all our mentor-ECT guidance.

Mentor Programme at a Glance

Date

Location

Facilitator(s)

Theme

Wednesday 8th
September 2021
3pm-4pm

Open
Learning
Centre

Rav Ghei (Forest
Learning Alliance)
Paula Shore (Bracknell
Forest LA)

ECF Launch Event
Your role as mentor.
Requirements of the year
Assessment and forms
What happens if things go wrong?
Contacts; Surgeries with Paula Shore

Zoe Ayres
Anne Duncan
Rav Ghei

Session 1 – Block 1

Zoe Ayres
Anne Duncan
Rav Ghei

Session 2 – Block 2

Zoe Ayres
Anne Duncan
Rav Ghei

Mentors’ Conference – Blocks 5-8

Wednesday 22nd Jubilee
September 21
Suite,
3.45pm-5.15pm Uplands
Primary &
Nursery
School
Wednesday 6th
October 2021
3.45pm-5.15pm

Thursday 3rd
February 2022
9.30am-3.30pm

Jubilee
Suite,
Uplands
Primary &
Nursery
School
Jubilee
Suite,
Uplands
Primary &
Nursery
School
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Teaching in Secondary Schools in Bracknell Forest
Welcome to the teaching profession and to your first post in Bracknell Forest. Bracknell
Forest is renowned as a small and friendly local authority and we hope that you will settle in
quickly. By choosing to teach in Bracknell Forest you will start a career with one of the
best education authorities in the country. We pride ourselves on providing first-class learning
prospects for our teachers with an outstanding professional development programme
allowing exciting personal growth. Many early career teachers join Bracknell Forest schools
as they wish to benefit from our excellent training programmes. Training for secondary ECTs
is coordinated by the Bracknell Forest Partnership and is delivered in collaboration across the
six secondary schools, giving ideal opportunities to share good practice.
There are many different types and sizes of schools within the Borough, each with their own
characteristics, merits and strengths. Whilst the majority are community schools, the Borough
also has strong partnerships with the Diocesan bodies for the provision of places in our
church schools.
Bracknell Forest School Statistics
29 primary schools (of which six are academies, including the new King’s Academy
Oakwood, opened to Years R, 1 and 2 in September 2019)
6 secondary schools (3 are academies)
1 special school
1 pupil referral unit
1 new all through (3-18) academy opened for Year 7 pupils in September 2018 and Year R in
September 2019
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Early Career Teacher Development Programme
2021-2022
We are committed to providing all our early career teachers with an outstanding training,
development and support programme to help them become excellent teachers.
Bracknell Forest Partnership consists of seven co-educational secondary schools with sixth
forms, a pupil referral unit and a specialist autistic school.
What will my two-year Early Career Teacher Development programme be like?
To under-pin your practice with understanding and information to support your personalised
development, you will be part of Bracknell Forest Partnership’s ECT Development
Programme. We are a delivery partner for Best Practice Network whose materials provide
excellent personal development opportunities through a blended learning programme
for teachers and their mentors. Training is delivered by expert practitioners across our
Partnership schools and provide a superb opportunity to engage with: on-line training,
conferences and workshops; face-to-face training; visit other schools; mentor sessions and
self-directed study.
To accelerate your development as an excellent teacher you will receive regular mentoring,
coaching, and opportunities for team teaching, planning, feedback and reflection. To give you
time to develop your teaching skills, you will have a teaching timetable equivalent to 90% of
that normally allocated to main-scale teachers in your first year, and 95% in your second year.
To inform and support your development, you will develop personalised targets with your
mentor which facilitate your achievement and evidence for meeting the statutory Teachers’
Standards. To assess your progress and achievement of the statutory Teachers’ Standards,
you will gather evidence and complete reports which will be reviewed and assessed by your
mentor, Head of department, ITTCO and Head-teacher and moderated by Bracknell Forest
as our Awarding Body.
You will have the opportunity to visit other schools in our Partnership for further training and
development and have the chance to regularly share your experiences and ideas with ECTs
from across our Partnership. To widen your experience, there is potential for you to explore
areas of interest as we have a wide variety of partnership schools with varying intakes,
programmes of study and specialist expertise.
We look forward to welcoming you at the first session Wednesday 8th September 2021
3:30pm-4:30pm. This training session will be an on-line meeting on MS Teams (due to Covid
meeting restrictions) during which we will share full details of the training programme.
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Bracknell Forest Secondary Partnership Early Career Teacher
Development Programme
The first years of a teacher’s career are vitally important for professional development and the
best time to develop good habits and effective teaching strategies. The Early Career Teacher
Development Programme has been designed to comprehensively deliver the content of the
Early Career Framework, while slotting neatly into the schedule of early career teachers.
As a Delivery Partner for Best Practice Network, the programme embraces multi-media
delivery:

Highly-trained mentors play a key role in ECT development. Mentors training supports
development of their mentoring and coaching techniques to ensure they have the skills,
knowledge and competencies to effectively support and challenge ECTs throughout the twoyear programme.
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For further information on the programme and curriculum overview, please visit
https://www.bestpracticenet.co.uk/early-career-framework
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Local Authority ECT contacts
Paula Shore - Primary and Secondary ECT support, guidance and quality assurance
Tel: 01344 354815
e-mail: paula.shore@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Ravinder Ghei – Primary ECT training programme
Tel: 01252 873069
e-mail: rghei@uplandsberkshire.org
Anna Keen – Secondary ECT training programme
Tel: 01344 421122
e-mail: a-keen@garthhillcollege.com
Michelle Williams - Appropriate Body Induction Administrator
Tel: 01344 353314
e-mail: michelle.williams@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Catrin Powell - Primary course bookings and enquiries
Tel: 01252 873069
e-mail: cpowell@uplandsberkshire.org
Human Resources Jo Rayner
Tel: 01344 354098
e-mail: jo.rayner@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Local Authority website www.bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Forest Learning Alliance website www.forestlearningalliance.org
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Bracknell Open Learning Centre
Bracknell Open Learning Centre provides a venue for courses, meetings and events for a
wide range of groups and organisations wanting to get together in a central Bracknell
location. The Centre is home to Bracknell Forest Community Learning and the Leadership
Hub, providing high quality accommodation for learning at all levels.
With a range of rooms available, Bracknell Open Learning Centre can cater for small
group seminars as well as larger scale conferences. It is also home to a resource room,
hosting the SACRE collection which is available for loan to schools.
For further information, please contact:
Sue Shields, Centre Co-ordinator, 01344 354385
sue.shields@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
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Bracknell Open Learning Centre

Rectory Lane, Bracknell, RG12 7GR Telephone 01344 354220

To: Bracknell Town Centre

To: Twin Bridges,
A329(M) & M4 (J10)

A3095
Bagshot Road
Broad Lane

The Open Learing Centre
(main car park side)

A322 Downshire Way

Lime Walk

Friars Keep
The
Brakenhale
School

Saffron Road

Rectory Lane

OLC
158/159
Bus stop
(Saffron rd)

Open Learning Centre
From NORTH/M4
• Exit the M4 at junction 10 and head towards
Bracknell on the A329(M)
• Continue onto Berkshire Way (A329)
• Take the slip road to continue on Berkshire
Way A329
• At Doncastle Roundabout, take the first exit
and stay on Berkshire Way (A329)
• At Twin Bridges Roundabout, take the second
exit onto Downshire Way
• Continue onto Downshire Way
• At the Horse and Groom Roundabout, take the
5th exit onto Rectory Lane
• Turn left onto Chadwick Mews
• Car parks are at the front and rear of the
building on your left
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A322
Bagshot Road

To: Sports Centre,
Bagshot and M3

Open Learning Centre
From SOUTH/M3
• Exit the M3 at junction 3 and head towards
Bracknell on the A322
• Continue on A322
• At the traffic lights continue straight over
the junction to stay on the A322
• At the roundabout continue straight ahead
on the A322/Bagshot Road
• At the next roundabout take the second
exit to continue on the A322/Bagshot Road
• At the Horse and Groom Roundabout take
the first exit onto Rectory Lane.
• Turn left onto Chadwick Mews
• Car parks are at the front and rear of the
building on your left

Useful Contacts and Links
Department for Education:
For general enquiries regarding this guidance please contact:
Department for Education (DfE) Tel: 0370 000 2288
Website: https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-education
For information on Teachers’ Pay and Conditions, please contact:
Department for Education (DfE)
Tel: 0370 000 2288
Website: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-teachers-pay-andconditions
For your DfE Teacher Reference Number please contact:

Teaching Regulation Agency: QTS and induction division
Telephone: 0207 593 5394
Email: qts.enquiries@education.gov.uk
For information on the legal duties of schools not to discriminate against disabled children
please visit the website below:
https://www.gov.uk/rights-disabled-person/education-rights
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Teacher Unions:
National Education Union (Formerly NUT and ATL)
Tel: 0345 811 8111
Email gregory.wilton@neu.org.uk
Website https://neu.org.uk/
National Association of School Masters / Union of Woman Teachers (NASUWT)
Email advice@mail.nasuwt.org.uk
Website https://www.nasuwt.org.uk/
Voice
2 St James’ Court Friar Gate
Derby DE1 1BT Tel: 01332 37233
Email dcolligan@community-tu.org
Website: www.voicetheunion.org.uk
For practical and emotional support for teachers and lecturers (both serving and retired) and
their families, regardless of age, length of service or union affiliations you can contact the
Teacher Support Network at:
Education Support Partnership
40A Drayton Park London N5 1EW
Tel: 08000 562 561
Website: www.educationsupport.org.uk
Employer and Employee Advice
Employers Advice (employeradvice.org)
Free Employment Advice – ACAS
https://www.acas.org.uk/contact
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Appendix 1
Teachers’ Standards in England amended in June
2013
The Teachers’ Standards contained in this document came into effect on 1 September 2012,
amended in June 2013. They replace the standards for Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) and
the Core standards.
The new standards will apply to most teachers regardless of their career stage. The Teachers’
Standards will apply to: trainees working towards QTS; all teachers completing their statutory
induction period; and those covered by the new performance appraisal arrangements. Part
2 of the Teachers’ Standards relating to professional and personal conduct will be used to
assess cases of serious misconduct, regardless of the sector in which the teacher works.
Headteachers (or appraisers) will assess qualified teachers against the standards to a level
that is consistent with what should reasonably be expected of a teacher in the relevant role
and at the relevant stage of their career (whether a newly-qualified teacher (ECT), mid-career
teacher, or a more experienced practitioner). The professional judgement of headteachers
and appraisers will therefore be central to appraisal against these standards.
The teaching standards will be used to assess an ECT’s performance at the end of their
induction period in employment. The standards themselves do not specify any new or
different elements to the expectations placed on ECTs as opposed to those required for the
award of QTS. The decision about whether an ECT has met the standards to a satisfactory
level at the end of their first year of full employment will therefore need to be made on the
basis of what should reasonably be expected of an ECT working in the relevant setting and
circumstances, within the framework set out by the standards. That judgement should reflect
the expectation that ECTs have effectively consolidated their training and are demonstrating
their ability to meet the standards consistently over a sustained period in their practice.
Following the period of induction, the standards will continue to define the level of practice at
which all qualified teachers are expected to perform and will form part of the new appraisal
arrangements in schools.
The standards are presented as separate headings, numbered from 1 to 8, each of which is
accompanied by several bulleted sub-headings. The bullets, which are an integral part of the
standards, are designed to amplify the scope of each heading. The bulleted sub-headings
should not be interpreted as separate standards in their own right, but should be used by
those assessing trainees and teachers to track progress against the standard, to determine
areas where additional development might need to be observed, or to identify areas where a
trainee or teacher is already demonstrating excellent practice relevant to that standard.
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Teachers’ Standards
Teachers make the education of their pupils their first concern and are accountable for
achieving the highest possible standards in work and conduct. Teachers act with honesty and
integrity; have strong subject knowledge, keep their knowledge; and skills as teachers upto-date and are self-critical; forge positive professional relationships and work with parents/
carers in the best interests of their pupils.

Part one: Teaching
A teacher must:
1. Set high expectations which inspire, motivate and challenge pupils
• establish a safe and stimulating environment for pupils, rooted in mutual respect
• set goals that stretch and challenge pupils of all backgrounds, abilities and dispositions
• demonstrate consistently the positive attitudes, values and behaviour which are expected
of pupils.
2. Promote good progress and outcomes by pupils
• be accountable for pupils’ attainment, progress and outcomes
• be aware of pupils’ capabilities and their prior knowledge, and plan teaching to build on
these
• guide pupils to reflect on the progress they have made and their emerging needs
• demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how pupils learn and how this impacts on
teaching
• encourage pupils to take a responsible and conscientious attitude to their own work and
study.
3. Demonstrate good subject and curriculum knowledge
• have a secure knowledge of the relevant subject(s) and curriculum areas, foster and
maintain pupils’ interest in the subject, and address misunderstandings
• demonstrate a critical understanding of developments in the subject and curriculum
areas, and promote the value of scholarship
• demonstrate an understanding of and take responsibility for promoting high standards
of literacy, articulacy and the correct use of standard English, whatever the teacher’s
specialist subject
• if teaching early reading, demonstrate a clear understanding of systematic synthetic
phonics
• if teaching early mathematics, demonstrate a clear understanding of appropriate teaching
strategies.
4. Plan and teach well structured lessons
• impart knowledge and develop understanding through effective use of lesson time
• promote a love of learning and children’s intellectual curiosity
• set homework and plan other out-of-class activities to consolidate and extend the
knowledge and understanding pupils have acquired
• reflect systematically on the effectiveness of lessons and approaches to teaching
• contribute to the design and provision of an engaging curriculum within the relevant
subject area(s).
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5. Adapt teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all pupils
•
•
•
•

know when and how to differentiate appropriately, using approaches which enable pupils to be
taught effectively
have a secure understanding of how a range of factors can inhibit pupils’ ability to learn, and
how best to overcome these
demonstrate an awareness of the physical, social and intellectual development of children, and
know how to adapt teaching to support pupils’ education at different stages of development
have a clear understanding of the needs of all pupils, including those with special educational
needs; those of high ability; those with English as an additional language; those with disabilities;
and be able to use and evaluate distinctive teaching approaches to engage and support them.

6. Make accurate and productive use of assessment
• know and understand how to assess the relevant subject and curriculum areas, including
statutory assessment requirements
• make use of formative and summative assessment to secure pupils’ progress
• use relevant data to monitor progress, set targets, and plan subsequent lessons
• give pupils regular feedback, both orally and through accurate marking, and encourage pupils
to respond to the feedback.
7. Manage behaviour effectively to ensure a good and safe learning environment
• have clear rules and routines for behaviour in classrooms, and take responsibility for promoting
good and courteous behaviour both in classrooms and around the school, in accordance with
the school’s behaviour policy
• have high expectations of behaviour, and establish a framework for discipline with a range of
strategies, using praise, sanctions and rewards consistently and fairly
• manage classes effectively, using approaches which are appropriate to pupils’ needs in order to
involve and motivate them
• maintain good relationships with pupils, exercise appropriate authority, and act decisively when
necessary.
8. Fulfil wider professional responsibilities
• make a positive contribution to the wider life and ethos of the school
• develop effective professional relationships with colleagues, knowing how and when to draw on
advice and specialist support
• deploy support staff effectively
• take responsibility for improving teaching through appropriate professional development,
responding to advice and feedback from colleagues
• communicate effectively with parents about pupils’ achievements and well-being.
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Part two: Personal and Professional Conduct
A teacher is expected to demonstrate consistently high standards of personal and professional
conduct. The following statements define the behaviour and attitudes which set the required
standard for conduct throughout a teacher’s career.
Teachers uphold public trust in the profession and maintain high standards of ethics and behaviour,
within and outside school, by:
• treating pupils with dignity, building relationships rooted in mutual respect, and at all times
observing proper boundaries appropriate to a teacher’s professional position
• having regard for the need to safeguard pupils’ well-being, in accordance with statutory
provisions
• showing tolerance of and respect for the rights of others not undermining fundamental British
values, including democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect, and tolerance
of those with different faiths and beliefs
• ensuring that personal beliefs are not expressed in ways which exploit pupils’ vulnerability or
might lead them to break the law.
Teachers must have proper and professional regard for the ethos, policies and practices of the
school in which they teach and maintain high standards in their own attendance and punctuality.
Teachers must have an understanding of, and always act within, the statutory frameworks which
set out their professional duties and responsibilities.
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Appendix 2 Assessment forms
From September 2021 there will be 2 formal assessment points: one midway through induction
and one at the end. These will be supported by regular reviews to monitor progress, to take place
in each term where a formal assessment does not. Submission dates if you work full time are
Friday 8th July 2022 and Friday 7th July 2023. If you work part time, please contact us about
the dates on which your forms are due.
The role of the appropriate body in relation to assessment is to take steps to ensure that a
final decision is made on whether the ECT’s performance against the Teacher’s Standards is
satisfactory or an extension is required, and that the relevant parties are notified.
All forms and dates can be found electronically at http://schools.bracknell-forest.gov.uk
It is essential that all sections of the form are completed each time; failure to do so leads to a delay
in us submitting them to the National College for Teaching & Leadership and this can affect the
successful completion of your induction. Please ensure that the number of
days recorded as absent is accurate as there are a minimum number of days that you must
complete as part of your induction.
Bracknell Forest expects that you will complete the section which asks for your comment. This is
an important part of our monitoring process and enables us to be confident that you have been
part of the process of completing the form.
Completed forms should be sent to Michelle Williams via e-mail: michelle.williams@bracknell-forest.
gov.uk. The form should be copied to your mentor and yourself.
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If you need this in an alternative format please contact the
Education and Learning department on 01344 351544.

Bracknell Forest Council

